To be bound by words or thought is a type of commitment. The test of commitment is action...follow through...determination.

The students of the University of Tennessee, Memphis are BOUND & DETERMINED to accomplish great things, both in their personal and professional lives; to pursue & achieve dreams to find fulfillment.

"Regret for things we did can be tempered by time; it is the regret for the things we did not do that is inescapable."

— Sydney J. Harris

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>Seats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allied Health</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dentistry</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Health</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacy</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Work</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
...to have a student's life!

Adage #1:

"The great thing in this world is not so much where we are, but in what direction we are moving."

-Oliver Wendell Holmes

However...

We are bound and determined to take a walk back in time through this academic year...you'll soon discover that contained within the pages of this book is proof-positive that,

"If you go flying back through time, and you see somebody else flying forward into the future, it's probably best to avoid eye contact."

Top: You must be careful not to overload M1's with information like. "Please locate the LT. Staff"
Middle: UT students develop excellent interpersonal skills.
Bottom: The Halloween Motinger #1K was full of "Manseman!"
To Develop A Multiculturally And Diverse Attitude

Adage #2:
Only when the questions become more important than the answers will the solutions emerge.

But Consider...

A human being can alter his/her life by altering the attitude of her/his mind.

"I've sailed upon the seven seas and stopped in every land, I've seen the wonders of the world, not yet one common man."

- Maya Angelou

We stand on the heads of our ancestors to raise our children to the stars.
Opposite Page: UT System President, Joe Johnson, appreciates the determination of our students.
Learn to enjoy the path, the process and the journey.

"If A is success in life, then A equals X plus Y plus Z. Work is X. Y is play, and Z is keeping your mouth shut."

Albert Einstein
FUNNEL
AND ANGEL

You're just
(physically)
ignorant.
Fortune Cookie

The only (person) who is really free is the one who can turn down invitations to dinner but give an excuse.
—Jules Renard
To know oneself
one should assert oneself.
- Albert Camus

"I hope life isn't a big joke, because I
don't get it."
You have everything but one thing: madness. A man needs a little madness or else—he never dares cut the rope and be free.

- Zorba the Greek
In 1980, the Imhotep Society became an official and recognized organization on campus, for the purpose of honoring students, faculty, staff, and alumni who have significantly contributed to student life and student programs at UT Memphis. It was recognized that many student leaders, in performing their functions and assignments, may have sacrificed high academic accomplishments and thus did not receive recognition through those organizations which traditionally honor students for high academic achievement.

While the principle objective of the Society is to recognize and reward student leadership and service roles on campus, a secondary goal is to inspire students to continue leadership and service roles as alumni of the University.

Faculty Inductee: 1980 - Dr. Elizabeth B. Boren, Dr. Charles Delany Dawson, Dr. Davis J. Lynch, Mr. and Mrs. M. Milner, Dr. Frasier O. F. Mason, Mr. W. H. Oakey, Dr. Lewis E. F. Alcorn, William C. Dockery, William B. Doss, Dr. John B. Doss, Dr. James F. E. Doss, Dr. John B. Doss, Dr. John B. Doss, Dr. John B. Doss, Dr. John B. Doss, Dr. John B. Doss, Dr. John B. Doss, Dr. John B. Doss, Dr. John B. Doss.
"There are soul cages, 
There are soul cages, 
Swim to the light."

- Sting

Baptist Student Union

Muslim Student Association
Members include: First Row, L to R: Dr. Mansanlah Abd El-Ghant, Dr. Hisham Heggab, Dr. Hani Rushdi, Noman Siddiqi, Ahmed Nasrullah. Second Row, L to R: Shyab Mohamed, Ibrahim Benner, Mohamed Hamid Nike Mohamed.

University Catholic Association
Members include: Seated, L to R: Mark Szewczyk, Mary Lewis, Nick Ragdale, Joseph Clark Trushville. Standing, L to R: Berry Crisman, Nancy Wilson, Jennifer McElrath, Ragdale, Gerry Faulman, Liz Roemer.

Baha'i Club
Members include: Diana Chambers, Dr. Paul Horton, Chris Radicic.

Christian Medical and Dental Society
Pictured - First Row, Kathy Campbell, Anne-Corinne Beaver, Kathy Langenberg. Second Row, L to R: Ronnie Hodd, Doug Byrd, Bobby Ganimard, Matthew Petersen, Robert Brennon, Joe Scott, Mark Langenberg, Dr. Kim Mays.

United Methodist Fellowship
Asklepios is a word derived from the name Aesculapius, the Greek god of medicine and healing. Aesculapius was honored and worshipped throughout the Greek world by persons seeking the healing powers of the physician. Temples were erected in honor of Aesculapius near healing springs or high mountains. Those who worshipped him were known as Aesculapians (Asklepiatics). In the ancient city of Memphis, on the Nile River, there was a temple where persons went for worship and care. In our own city of Memphis, on the Mississippi River, people come to our Asklepieion for healing and care.

- William C. (Bill) Robinson, Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs

---

The 1995 Yearbook Staff was determined to gift-wrap memories...to tie them up with a bow and bind them into a package.

In the beginning, this moved slowly. But the feeling grew with each succeeding week into an overwhelming sense of responsibility to chronicle the ins and outs... the ups and downs... the academic and private. Appreciation and sympathy for editors who produced past yearbooks became a common feeling and an effective barometer in what became a personal quest for each of you to record history.

I truly value each of you personally, and for your unique contributions to this yearbook. I am deeply grateful to everyone for the hundreds of stressful hours of planning, drawing, cataloguing, and redrawing which you so unselfishly gave and your good humored responses to the urgent "get over here now" phone calls (at all hours) which it took to produce this book and create the stuff of memories.
The central administration of the University of Tennessee, headed by the president of the University, who is directly accountable to the Board of Trustees, has general responsibility for the overall operation of the University.

The Board of Trustees, the University's governing body, consists of five elected members: the Governor of Tennessee, the President of the University, the Commissioner of Education, the Commissioner of Agriculture, the Executive Director of the Tennessee Higher Education Commission, and others additional appointed members, including the students.

Its purpose is to establish policies governing the scope of the educational and research opportunities to be offered by the University as well as policies governing its operation in general. The Board has full authority to determine and to control the activities and policies of all organizations that bear the name of the University. It also exercises the election, appointment, and removal of all the officers, trustees, and employees of the University.

There are five Vice-Chancellors serving the UT Memphis campus:

- Robert L. Blackwell, Business and Finance; Raymond H. Colson, Administration; Glenda A. O'Connor, Development and Alumni Affairs; Jesse F. McClure, University Relations; William C. Robinson, Student Affairs.

Debbie Croon
1994 Student Trustee
UT Memphis

Joseph E. Johnson, Ed.D.,
President
University of Tennessee

Glenda A. O'Connor
Vice-Chancellor for Development and Alumni Affairs

Jesse F. McClure
Vice-Chancellor for University Relations

Willaim C. Robinson
Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs
"They say that time changes things, but you actually have to change them yourself."
- Andy Warhol

Offices of Admissions
Seated, L to R: Belinda Brascwelk, Sr. Admissions Assistants; June Peoples, Director; Standing, L to R: Scott Reeves, Administrative Aide; Eunice Taylor, Secretary; Top Row: Marilyn Bowden, Admissions Assistant; Lisa Madden, Sr. Admissions Assistant; Kay Gregory, Sr. Transcript Evaluator

University Health
Seated, L to R: Dr. Peggy Tegge, Director; Dr. Milton Denesek, Medical Director; Standing, L to R: Michelle Brown, Data Integrity Clerk; Sharon Scott, Sr. Data Integrity Clerk; Mary Childs, Sr. Lab Technician; Sue Fowler, Admitting Clerk; Patrick Jenkins, Occupational Health Coordinator

Office of the Registrar
L to R: Madge Huggins, Registrar Assistant; Alina Portice, Recorder; Jean Mehm, Registrar; Barbara Raine, Recorder; Lucille Berly, Graduation Specialist

Campus Police
Seated, L to R: V. House; Lt. Ech (Ada) Upchurch; J. Riley. Standing, L to R: Cpr. Robert Hewlett; G. Hicks; John Burkh; Jamie James; Mark Smith; M. Faulkner; Sgts. A. Joynes; A. Moore

"Strong lives are motivated by dynamic purposes."
- Kenneth Hildebrand
Holiday Brick Fest Tournament

"The Fast Breaks"


Competitive

"Hooligans"
First Row, L to R: Ernestine Varney, Dick Butler, Jolie Bullot. Second Row, L to R: Liz Lewis, Mike Cooley, John Shofield, Jamie Trimm, Jared Pashkov, Todd Lacey

Open Recreational

"Fatty Acids"
First Row, L to R: Sauri Malhotra, Krish Kizhabrik, Raj Kamath. Second Row, L to R: Shannon Flynn, Craig McPherson, Dean Celisik, Adam Willis, Todd Williams. Third Row, L to R: Terry O'Farrell, Shannon Gilman, Jean Pierre Laurens, Mike Franklin, Jean Fushin

AEROMA ("ayr oh' ma"): n. The odor emanating from an exercise room after an aerobic workout.
First Place
Left to Right: Fred Walters, Brent Surles, Chris Dunlap, Scott Jolly

Second Place
Left to Right: Darren Songstad, Brent Songstad, Steve Cloud, Russell Gilpatrick

Third Place
Left to Right: Doug Kennedy, Doug Hayes, Amish Bhakta, Kevin Brinkman

First Place
Left to Right: Yoshir Vaidya, Tad Yamamoto, Thad Newak, Eldon Gebert

Second Place
Left to Right: Jim Corrigan, Rob Gregory, Dennis Martin, Jeff Becker

Third Place
Left to Right: Freddy Archear, Frederick Azar, Oden, Mullar

1st Flight

2nd Flight
Co-Recreational
"The Microbes"

Open Competitive
"The Hammer"
First Row: L to R: Chris Raden, Li Zhang, Young Koo; Second Row: L to R: Alin Reson, Doug Kennedy, Amish Bhakta

Women's Flag Football
"The Hammer"
Kneeling: Tina Stimpson, First Row: L to R: Mary McCauley, Mike Laskie, Katie Beth Powlis, Reiga Wilson, Second Row: L to R: Gina Wilson, Hollie Smith, Alison Berry, Heidi Wildbaner, Dana Copeland, Mary Ann Titchen, Becky Davis

Champions Not Pictured:
Open Competitive Football
"Dripp Team"
Members: Bill Wolf, Tommy Nahnes, Mark Whinefield, Lewis Burgeon, Greg Moore, Matt Finley, Mitch Tarum, Karl Johnson, Pat Jones, Lee Lewis, Kirk Quigley, Chip Wallin, Lance Scarborough, Rick Kinnard

Open Recreational Football
"Consequences"
Members: Lee Golden, Travis Methvin, Tom Holman, Bryan Teter, Bill Sammarelli, John Williams, Jimmy Ball, Lonnie Smith, Jeff Hulstein, Bill Colburn, Rick Jackson, Erle Lee, Robert Feller, Ritchie O'Sullivan

UT 5K Turkey Trot
Anne-Corinne Beaver
Don Kelley
The Allied Health Sciences professions comprise the largest segment of the American healthcare workforce, and offer a multitude of opportunities to grow and to serve. The college offers an unparalleled academic education as well as access to a wide spectrum of clinical experiences.

- William G. Hinckle, Dean

ELBONICS (el ben'iks): n. The actions of two people maneuvering for one arm rest in a movie theatre.
Administration, Faculty & Staff

Dean
William G. Hinkle, Ph.D.

Cytotechnology
L to R Top: Barbara Benson, David Messi. Bottom: Jim White, Tracy Scholer.

Dental Hygiene
L to R Top: Kathleen Marchion, Alicia Eldredge, Dr. Peggy Waring, Dr. J. J. Covagis, Dr. David Tipton, Dr. Robert Pardy, Jackie Stewart, Gina War, Elizabeth Thomas. Bottom: Dr. Nancy Williams, Mary Alice Garet, Beth Her, Dina Wilson, Jaa Davis.

Occupational Therapy

Physical Therapy

Medical Technology
L to R Top: Elize Wynn, Dr. Linda Piir, Lynn Ingram. Bottom: Dr. Donna Spinnaro—Mark, Linda Rose, Dr. Brenda Davis.

Health Information Management
L to R Top: Joye Jones, Elisabeth Bowman. Bottom: Mary McCain, Karen Sear.
Dental Hygiene

Mary Suzanne Bestard
Karolle Deid Bonnet
Cindy Einn David
Angela Denise Duvcer
Ritchel Paige Vaughn

Laurie Leigh Gruelle
Barbara Ardell Hensley
Emily Elizabeth Heffy
Deece Boyce Howard
Jennifer Davis Howard

Kimberly Dawn Mutchmoe
Michelle Leigh Johnson
Sorita Ananas Johnson
Katherine Bogen Jones
Dean Lynn Jordan

Carman Holland Khalif
Christy Lee Madden
Marti Bailey May
Cynthia Jean Monceaux
Michelle Lynn Murphy

Sanya Smith Nelson
Lashon Walters Perkins
Laura Janne Porter

Class of 1995

Class Officers
Front Row, Left to Right: LeAnne McLean (Secretary), Emily Heffy (President), Carolyn Kaelif (Vice-President). Second Row, Left to Right: Karrie Ray (Home Council Rep.), Barbara Hensley (Home Council Advisor). Best May (Social Chair), Michelle Murphy (Honor Chair), Kathy Jones (Social Chair).
Dental Hygiene
Class of 1996

Matthew J. Agapio
Victor Lynn Ashburn
Mary Marci Baldwin
Sharr Elizabeth Caffler
Laurie S. Crawford
Sunny Lynne Danae
Melinda Lee Gann

Jennifer Sue Gay
Leonna Kent Green
Shirley Deun Graham
Yvonne Stephanie Hall
Amy Elizabeth Homer
Patricia L. Juan
Elizabeth Lee Maysey

Anglia Lee Miano
Melissa Darren Penley
Emily Frances Regal
Ginger Dawn Rohrig
Kathy Dawn Simpson
Stephanie Kathleen Smith
April Michelle Taylor

Rena Michelle Thomas
Nadine Lee Transeck
Julie Lynne Wiggins
Stacy Shane Williams
Melinda Kay Williamson

Class Officers
Left to Right, Front: Stacy Williams (Social Chair), Sharon Gaffler (Honor Council), Ginger Rohrig (Honor Council), Michelle Thomas (Secretary/Treasurer), Left to Right, Second: Emily Regal (President), Stacey Danae (Honor Council), Elizabeth Maysey (Social Chair), Matt Baker (Vice President).

Health Information Management
Class of 1995

Alicia Michelle Barren
Delia Annet Braid
Lisa Marie Bray
Cerise Irene Galg II
Nicole Bette Clark

Leigh Emichyla Evans
Ronica D. Ann Fox
Ann Carol Grubbs
Edna E. Hollewell
Robins Malcolm Howar

Anna Lee Larcy
Dana Blaine Litton
Julie Marie Morgan
Kellie Elizabeth Prince
Cynthia Kay Wimpey

Class Officers
Front Row, Left to Right: Michelle Barren (Vice President), Stacey Danae (President), Cerise Bray (President), Delia Braid (Vice President), Robins Howar (Vice President).
ALLIED HEALTH

MONSTER BASH
Medical Technology
Class of 1995

Kimberly Wise Campbell
Carlos Manuel Cano
James Farmer
Gerald Wayne Griffin
Jeff McKenzie Lane

Lisa Li
Zhi Lin
Rhonda Sharenko Lyna
April Lawrence Martin
Connie Nash Martin

Mary Angela Mitchell
Ginny Mara Motz
Melissa Ann Powers
Shelby Lynn Pritchett
Kimberly R. Richmond

Brandie Cindy Staton
Aimee Beth Sacks
Kendal Sueka Sipp
Carrie Bradshaw Smith
Melrose Jo Smith

Nancy Ellen Tolley
Laura Hughes Wright
Jung-Cheon Xiong

Class of 1996

Front Row, Left to Right: Melissa Poetry (Secretary), Kenneth Sipp (Honor Council Alternate), Angela Mitchell (President). Second Row, Left to Right: Mylesa Smith (Vice President), Gerald Sacks (Treas.). Not Pictured: Kevin Cook (Honor Council).

Class Officers
Occupational Therapy
Class of 1996

Randolph Adams
Anne Marie Blair
Elizabeth Carter
Jessica Collins
Jason Fleishman
Melissa Fuss
Andrew Hirade

Phoebe Holladay
Tina Magner
Julie Johansen
Kerry Kelley
Diane Lepco
Johanna Lebovitch
Susan Males

Monica Meyer
Elena Kostiuk
Mary Beth Neal
Stella Perry
Julie Riggs
Rosemarie Rodrigues
Nicole Sigal

Brett Stewart
Cheryl Steward
Tom Steinmetz
Penn Turnbow
Anna Walsh
Stephanie Webster
Wendy Williams

Class Officers
Left to Right, Front Row: Stephanie Webster (Co-Secretary), Mary Beth Neal (Co-Secretary), Namrita Shah (President), Julie Johnson (Vice-President), Rosemarie Rodrigues (Treasurer). Left to Right, Second Row: Patty Holzinger (House Council Rep.), Sheila Foster (House Council Adv.), Julie Spenge (Government), Penn Turnbow (Social Chair), Andrew Mitchel (Co-TOTA Rep.), Tony Santoro (Co-TOTA Rep.), Anna Kostiuk (COE Rep.), Shanda Perry (Public Relations), Anne Marie Blair (ASCOA Rep.).

Physical Therapy
Masters

Kerben D. Alger
Laura B. Conleigh
Adrienne Ostrom
Susan W. Stelika

Not Pictured:
Romo Lee Aldridge Jr.
Michael Robert Daughtry
Deborah Whitley Johns
Shawn Yingling Lin
Karen Elizabeth Pitts
Laurel Williams
Brigida Tornes Williamson
Edward Abate Zona
Cultivating the Allied Health Professions in Reaching for Excellence

Class Officers

Front Row, Left to Right: Killie Randone (Social Co-Chair), Sherrill Keller (Vice-President), Sara M. Tkach (Secretary), Dara M. Oosterhuis (Treasurer), Marylee H. Alston (Class of 2000). Second Row, Left to Right: Nancy Barbee (Honor Council Chair), Keela A. McDonald (Honor Council Chair), Chad Jordan (Honor Council Alternative), Tracy Miller (President), Cheryl Wiens (Treasurer). Not Pictured: Ted Hill (Social Co-Chair).
Physical Therapy

Salim Abdo
Laura Alexander
Shelly Adams
Angela Boll
Evpodaka Borel
Kevin Brune
Tony Bres

Becky Brown
Chad Buder
Marcus Camp
Lincoln Carville
Roberta Cheatham
Malcolm Clayton
Keith Cormier

Kwamie Dar
Tim Pelkey
Colleen Payne
Rachel Gillespie
Proba Gius
Toni Grunov
Becky Greene

Margaret Bryan Hakimian
Benny Harper
Jacqueline Harris
Amy Hill
Lance Hodge
Andrew Jackson
Elizabeth Jones

Amy Kasson
Stephanie Linder
Cindy Lemieux
Tanya Lovejoy
Jodi McCord
Jennifer McCoy
Amy McMahon

Suzan Milk
Ketia Mitchell
Christie Moren
Stephanie More
Mickey Morton
Jean O’Connel
Shannon O’Connel

Class of 1996

Randy Fould
Kimberly Ann Perry
Angela Peters
Byron Pohle
Wendy Read
Patricia Renz
Marketa Rim

Tammy Rogers
Lisa Sorens
Elizabeth Sotsum
Scotty Sove
Brian Smith
Tina Smith
Affe Sypolak

Teresa Steven
Garrett Tipton
Chevrolet Turner
Wendy Whaley

Class Officers

First Row, Left to Right: Amy Hill (Vice Council Attorney), Kassandra Mitchell (Immunology), Teresa Smith (Vice Council Rep), Jackie Harris (Social Chair), Wendy Read (Vet.Pras.), Becky Brown (President), Kimberly Peters (Treasurer), Second Row, Left to Right: Kimberly Peters (Treasurer), Teresa Steven (Immunology), Cindy Lemieux (Secretary), Teresa Tipton (Secretary). Not Pictured: Angela Peters (Social Chair).
ALLIED HEALTH DOES IT TOGETHER!
Dentistry is now in the most exciting time in its history, offering a challenging and exciting future. The College of Dentistry was founded in Nashville in 1878. It is the oldest dental college in the South, and one of the seven oldest in this country. It was located in Nashville until 1911, when the Board of Trustees moved the college to Memphis. In that year, authorities of the present University of Memphis transferred to the Board of Trustees all of its equipment and the good will of its Dental Department. Through this union, the facilities and equipment of the two institutions were merged into one college.

- William F. Slagle, Dean

**GLEEMULE** (glee’ muhl): n. (a unit of measure) One unit of toothpaste measured from bristle to bristle. (Not to be confused with GLEEMITES, which are petrified deposits of toothpaste found in sinks.)
Clinical Affairs

Business Office

WILLIAM F. SLAGLE D.D.S. DEAN

L-r, First Row: Dean William Sagle, Dr. Emma P. Lynch, Executive Associate Dean; Second Row: Rose Hardin, Principal Secretary; Nancy Turner, Principal Secretary; Gwen Belden, Administrative Aide; Barbara Decker, Administrative Secretary; Lisa Zeigle, Administrative Secretary; Mary Finley, Administrative Aide; Not Pictured: Dr. Phil Dowdle, Associate Dean for Admissions and Student Affairs.

L-r, First Row: Dean William Sagle, Ann Armstrong, Dr. Phil Gregory, Sherry Caracas, Linda Braitman, Dr. Maria Robinson, Dr. Simpson Evans, Corbet Stanley, Barbara Beilkinson, Carolyn McCrossman, Saule Robinson, Annie Payne.

L-r: Roger Bobson, Delphy Cecley, Glenda Owings, Carsi Elloy; Back: Wendy Jackson, Donna Qualls, Dee Seofield, Bernard Rogers, Clara McElhan.
Periodontology

Prosthodontics

Oral Diagnosis

Oral Surgery
General Dentistry

Advanced Education in General Dentistry

Graduate Pedodontics

Graduate Periodontics

Pediatric Dentistry

Orthodontics
GRADUATE PROGRAMS

ORAL SURGERY

ORTHODONTICS

1 to R. Standing: Marcus Hopkins, David Sperry, Jose Biasueta, Trell Jones, Monitor Butler. 1 to R. Seated: Jeffrey Walker, Paul Grimes.


L to R. Seated: John Archer, Carrie Mignardi, Michael Gonce, Bruce Collins.
Upper Left: Two seniors picture with their smiles in the Phobos Bay. Middle: Teresa and Kathy beam with joy in the senior year. Upper Right: Staci and Mike enjoying the evening. No Orleans style.

Debbie Frye-Williams
Staci Palmer
Rebecca Ladue
Shannon Gar
Alex Dwyer

Susan Hoben
Randy Schaefer
Jennifer Jeffers
Carl Johnson
Thad Johnson

Derek Jones
Pat Jones
Dan Kelley
David Kettler
John Kinnard

Todd Luckey
Ian Lora
Andy Jones
Mag Madsen
Mandy Magoon

George McPherson
Tara Milligan
Greg Moreau
Tom Marqu
Tommy Nelson

Melvin Nash
Tracie Reed
Sanda Franklin
Larry Powell
James Price

Kirk Quigley
Mohamed Raji
Howard Rankin
Neal Rand
Richard Richardson

Rodney Knott
Stacy Strode
Lance Stafford
Brian Schmit
Philip Wipp

Dentistry
Chris Rothman does his version of the "Top Ten List" at the D-3 Catholic Mass.

D-3's Tom Bible and Derek Goodman enjoy the AIDSA Bash with some friends.

Ken Griffis
Kevin Green
Mike Hughes
Steve Hinkle

Maureen Hagan
Sheila Hancock

Mark Hallock
Terry Hayes
Dave Helgren
Brandon Hodge
Sid Helverton

Jackie Holley
Ray Hildebrand
Dave Johnson
Lauren Johnson-Nason
Brandi Jolly
Heather Jones

Mike Keller
Alan Kobly
Tom Knapp
Pete Kranz
Richard Laddie
Jeff Lazzar

Bilker Lamb
Michael Magonek
Phil Mino
Ann Meyer
Keith Meine

Ray Maganini
Sara Nance
Sue Naune
Sharon O'Heirn

Marie Oliver
Cherie Parker
Jamie Pedersen

Jerry Patrick
Joe Payne

Marlon Pippin

Richard Laddie and Mary Beasley get some time together.

Pat and Suzanne spending some time together.
Alice: "Hey babe, do you want to go for a ride in my car?"
Alice: right. Boys say wait!
Right! Leonard!!
Dentistry
The D-2's mincing and taking it easy after block examinations.

Top Right: These smiles indicate a good time is being had by all.

I have just finished studying D-2 Oral Pathology.
Top: Alicia Trinkle and Angie Koach compare her morning evening wear during the annual party. Above: Scott Jolly explains to Patti Osborn the importance of proper personal hygiene in dental school. Left: Christine Richardson and Patrick Chalfen measure pathogenic bacteria in micro lab.
American Student Dental Association

The American Student Dental Association of the University of Tennessee, Memphis serves as the student governing body of the College of Dentistry. Membership is optional for all students; however, nearly ninety percent of the student body are members. The Executive Council consists of student representatives from each class, dental fraternity presidents, and Honor Council President. The Executive Council also consists of five positions which are filled by an election of the entire student dental fraternity presidents, and Honor Council President. The Executive Council also consists of five positions which are filled by an election of the entire student dental fraternity presidents, and Honor Council President. The Executive Council also consists of five positions which are filled by an election of the entire student dental fraternity presidents, and Honor Council President. The Executive Council also consists of five positions which are filled by an election of the entire student dental fraternity presidents, and Honor Council President. The Executive Council also consists of five positions which are filled by an election of the entire student dental fraternity presidents, and Honor Council President. The Executive Council also consists of five positions which are filled by an election of the entire student dental fraternity presidents, and Honor Council President.

The Executive Council meets once each month to discuss matters which need to be passed out in the dental college, whether it is in relation to the administration, faculty, and staff, or even student life.

Officers: President: Wade Clayton, Vice President: Mark Hardeman, Treasurer: Dick Bates, Secretary: Tim Baskin.

Top left: Points Parkins and Dan Feuer are caught studying in 150. Above: left: Alex Hansen brings his experience to the class of 98. Above right: Athar Sajjad and Ali Shams bend knees after another long day. Top right: Nick Van Vyl, Nicholas Surrow and Mark Miller contemplate the existence of spiders. Right: Danny Quick, Beverly Barks, Frank Blackard, Eliza Palk and these three others after a big Christmas party dinner.
American Association of Women Dentists


Chemical Dependency

First Row: L to R, Jennifer Jeffries, Dr. Melvyn Woods, Nancy Malek; Second Row: Chris Robinson, Joey Bader, Kari White, Michael Cooley, Alex Touchman, Floyd Garner.

Laboratory Technicians


HONOR COUNCIL

STUDENT NATIONAL DENTAL ASSOCIATION


1995 Table Clinics

February 24, 1995

As part of the Alumni weekend celebration held annually at the College of Dentistry, Table Clinics were held as a presentation of student research findings. The winners of the competition are rewarded with cash prizes, and the overall winner gets an all-expense paid trip to represent UT at the ADA annual session.
DENTISTRY

Delta Sigma Delta

Xi Psi Phi Dental Fraternity is cordially known as the ZIPS. Several members reside in the fraternity house at 249 Garland Street. There is a fully equipped lab which is always available for use. Intramural Sports, Friday Happy Hours, and theme parties are some of the social activities that ZIPS are involved in. Xi Psi PHI enjoys serving UT-Memphis both socially and academically.
The College of Graduate Health Sciences offers a choice of nine programs for study and places its students at the forefront of exciting developments in research. Until 1960, the Graduate School in Memphis operated as a division of the Graduate School in Knoxville. The Graduate School of Medical Sciences was then established as a separate entity with its own Graduate Council and bylaws. The Graduate School became the College of Graduate Health Sciences in October 1987.

- Bob A. Freeman, Acting Dean

CREEDLES (kre' sulz): n. The colony of microscopic indentations on a golf ball.
The Graduate Health Sciences: Students enrolled in Graduate Health Sciences at the University of Tennessee are learning the skills and tools that are necessary in today's competitive job market. Students from around the world that study here strive towards either a masters or doctoral degree. They work and study in any of the many departments that make up the Graduate Health Sciences. The faculty is of high caliber and many come from prestigious institutions. This enables students to do competitive research in the field of their choice. Basically what you find in this college is many hard working people interested in solving problems and developing ideas.
Neurobiology and Anatomy

Karry Borkerelli
Quan Chen
Richele Corder
Kerri Thomas
Maeve Gans
Eugene Howard

Angela Hove
Michael Jaboche
Yan Li
Zhicheng Li
Randall Mayne
Phillip Pearson

Denny Ror
William Ruan
Huangying Sun
Daniel Tabor
Qing Yang
Zhen You

Tong Zheng
Qing 2000

Medicinal Chemistry

Soma Salgis
Walter Thompson
Xiaohang Zheng

Biochemistry

Nancy Ayen
Anthony Aziz
Robert Beckles
Chun Bi
Jian Feng
Yuan Gao

Thai Hinh
Sania Hodges
Charlie Kug
Jianting Lan
Thomas O’Callan
William O’Meara

Maharana Raghvan
Narayana Ramar
Laohui Ran
Chen Zhehao
Dennis Wang
Jie Yang
Wai

James Dudley Weismar

Physiology

James Foster
Yacovar Mores
David Rachman
Barbara Tabor
Adam Wilke
Jianyi Zhong
Graduate Nursing

Patricia Ask
William Barker
Sheila Green
Cheryl Johnson
Jenny Jutanuson

Mary Kemda
Agnes Parker
Tom Smith
Kapil Vogel
Nelida White

Pharmacutics

Pharmaceutical Sciences

Hai Li
Arash Mokhtarie
Mark Nowalk
Wei-Ping Zhang
December 1994 Graduates

Traci L. Hoek, Biochemistry
Angela Renee Howe, Anatomy and Neurobiology
Pauline Hsu, Physiology
Jiang Li, Biochemistry
Judy Cathuge Martin, Graduate Nursing
Evin Scott McVety, Microbiology and Immunology
Charlene Luanne Powers, Microbiology and Immunology
Cheryl Cunnings Sephanot, Graduate Nursing
Yi-Hung Xu, Biochemistry
Ji-Wei Yang, Physiology
Shashidhar L. Kolliparam, Biomedical Engineering
Gunnar Lovholm, Biomedical Engineering
Azad Mahmud, Biomedical Engineering
Angela Pawelle Rose, Microbiology and Immunology

June 1995 Graduates

Aditya Adnan, Biochemistry
Rose Stiffin, Biochemistry
Dennis Wang, Biochemistry
Jingtong Zhao, Biochemistry
Ravikumar Sandagi, Biomedical Engineering
Ziao Hui Chen, Biomedical Engineering
Anne Clevet, Biomedical Engineering
Deon Kambayanda, Biomedical Engineering
Robert Kundith, Biomedical Engineering
Li Guo, Biomedical Engineering
Senthil Kumar Nagappan, Biomedical Engineering
Mei Chen, Pharmacology
Jiase Deng, Pharmacology
Sue-Tsa Salji, Pharmaceutical Sciences
Anne Douglas, Microbiology and Immunology
Meera Krishnan, Microbiology and Immunology
Nakabara K. Roy, Microbiology and Immunology
Mark Tarnaki, Microbiology and Immunology
College Yearbook Production Editors: Peter Kim, David Jerden, and Mike Condry

The College of Medicine educational programs are exciting and innovative, combining the solid foundation needed for a good medical education with the teaching of skills that will be necessary to assimilate the rapid changes in medicine.

- Robert L. Summitt, Dean

THRICKLE (thri'kəl) n. The itch in the back of the throat which can't be scratched without making disgusting barn-yard types noises.
Basic Sciences

Course Directors

Basic Sciences Faculty

Anatomy and Neurobiology

Stephen T. Kosal, Ph.D., Chair

Biochemistry

John N. Fain, Ph.D., Chair
First Row: L to R, Edward Nelson, Ph.D.; Eldon Baer, Ph.D.; Mary Duus, Ph.D.; John Poit, Ph.D.; Tom Nishima, Ph.D.; Bruce Martin, Ph.D.
Second Row: L to R, Harry Jarvis, Ph.D.; William Triple, Ph.D.; Sanu Orgata, Ph.D.; Gerald Caih, Ph.D.; Peter Jones, Ph.D.; Thomas Chong, Ph.D.; Michael Pease, Ph.D.; Arthur Gelber, Ph.D.; Howard Jarnag, Ph.D.

Microbiology and Immunology

Terrance G. Cooper, Ph.D., Chair
First Row: L to R, Terence G. Cooper, Ph.D.; Martin M. How, Ph.D.; Annica Icart, Ph.D.; Hinde Dow, Ph.D.; Thomas Hurth, Ph.D.
Second Row: L to R, John Swain, Ph.D.; Susan Haff, Ph.D.; Tony Lemon, Ph.D.; Margaret Quinn, Ph.D.; Jan Kau, Ph.D.; Lorraine Abraham, Ph.D.; Michael White, Ph.D.; Dariush Zare, Ph.D.; Deon Burnett, Ph.D.; John Cox, Ph.D.
Clinical Sciences Course Directors

Pathology
Robert E. Scott, M.D., Chair

Pharmacology
Muray Heimberg, M.D., Ph.D., Chair
Front Row, L to R: Kafait Malik, Ph.D.; In Weirlein, Ph.D.; Yoshihiko Konishi, Ph.D.; Murray Heimberg, M.D., Ph.D.
Back Row, L to R: Harr Rashid, M.D.; William Crowley, Ph.D.; Antonio Canani, M.D., Ph.D.; Tarun Pand, Ph.D.; Dale Parker Suttle, Ph.D.; Richard White, Ph.D.; George Cook, Ph.D.; Steven Parker, Ph.D.

Physiology and BioPhysics
Leonard R. Johnson, Ph.D., Chair

Psychiatry
Barbara Hostler, M.D.
Obstetrics & Gynecology
Ren Vaux, M.D.
Neurology
Robin D. Womood, M.D.
Ambulatory Medicine

Not Pictured
Stephen Schopp, M.D.
Vivian Friedman, M.D.
Michael E. Panzer, M.D.
Kenneth G. Proctor, Ph.D.

Clinical Sciences Directors

 Renee H. Rosenthal, Ph.D.
 Psychiatry
 Valerie P. Jamason, M.D.
 Pediatrics
 Eugene Orientale, Jr., M.D.
 Family Medicine

Not Pictured
Surgery — Memphis
Nursing — Memphis
Pharmacy — Memphis

Philip R. T. Gwyer, M.D.
Carol Ellis, M.D.
William M. Smith, M.D.
Myrna Pahls, M.D.

Surgery — Knoxville
Medicine — Knoxville
Ob/Gyn — Knoxville
Pediatrics — Knoxville

William T. Russell, M.D.
Marc L. Gefter, M.D.
Donald Kohl, M.D.
Carla Stevens, M.D.

Surgery — Chattanooga
Medicine — Chattanooga
Ob/Gyn — Chattanooga
Pediatrics — Chattanooga
Class Of 1995

Class Officers:
1st Row, L to R: Christine Green, MSCE, & CUMB; Shari Summert, President; Val Gwinn, Vice President; Catherine Wranick, Treasurer & President-elect Committee; New Members: Kimberly Wilcox, Social Chair; Kate Higgins, Social Chair; Christi Chaves, Professional Committee; Chandra Brown, President; John Overby, Hone Council; Peter Y. Kam, Honor Council; Athens Chair; & ASKLEPION Editor; John Toobias, Honor Council; Jenny Hall, Honor Council; Todd Hulbert, CIB Rep; Greg Dobrow, Basketball Committee; Stephanie Diller, ADMS Rep.

Class Of
1996

Class Officers
1st Row, L to R: Paul Nulton, President; Maria Bachner, MSRC; and Awards Committee: Vance
Morhart, MSRC; Tim Robinson, Honor Council & GSR. 2nd Row, L to R: Kelly Godlin, VP of
Academic Affairs; John Drey, MSRC, Angus Selten, Secretary. Not Pictured: Greg "Maniac" Coi,
Social Chair; Keith Woodward, Social Chair; David Brown, Treasurer; Matt Shinn, VP of Student
Affairs.

Rene Agarwal
Gretta Allen
Elysns Aroza
Melina Avery
Michael Bailey
Clark Bostic
Edward Burton
William Butter
Scott Byrnelle
Stephanie Bedard
Jason Beckman
Thomas Brefeld
William Biggs
Kari Boyuk
Jason Brown
Kenneth Brown

Shannon Brown
Mark Buchanan
Kellee Cargill
Jason Caso
Howard Chang
Christopher Cherry
Henry Clark
Steven Cooper

John Copeland
Michael Connors
Paul Cox
Lauren Craig
Michael Criag
Michael Cross
Allison Cummings
Jared Darling

Matthew Davis
Timothy Delaporter
Dana Demers
Pete Demers
William Dewey
Ellie Diemerson
Brian Dockley
John Drey

Anna Duker
Peer Dworkin
Alexandra Downey
Christopher Downey
Timothy Delaporter
John Drey
Brian Dworkin
Thomas Dworkin

Marc Forsch
Patrick Fussey
Thomas Garranula
John Fennel
John Fox
Paul Foreman
Vaughn Ferguson
Rene Ferrell
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Not Present: Hillary Bariemore, Marla Jane Ellis, Kristin Fisch, Kimberly Hick, Jeff Meloney, Leigh Vaughan.

Class of 1997

Brian Altbir
Norman Abushams
Emmanuel Abiri
Eric Albin
Malu Alanter
Seren Alexander
Pete Amstrong
Chas Archer

Brian Babcock
Raymond Beatty
Anne Contes Bower
Mary Beck
Robert Bennett
Amish Bhad
Laura Battist
Chas Bickley

Jennifer Bondaler
Stephanie Brence
William Brown
Seth Buisman
Keri Beiskorn
Stacy Bristow
Garrett Brown
Erin Backham

Franco Brown
Hilary Bubba
Willie Butler
Dagall Byst
Kathleen Campbell
Joseph Casey
Joseph Castile
David Chance

David Calthrom
Catherine Casha
Alice Chang
Carl Chambers
Shannon Cohen
Michael Collier
Raul Colton
Olin Council

Jason Cox
William Couch
Tracy Dargi
Downs Cobb
Mark Eaton
Martha Ellis
Gailour Fregan
Edgar Thacher

Jonathan Traut
Magdalena Fendelman
Amy Sondakik
William Gudets
Catherine Guzman
Shereen Goeswiet
Jason Govey
Manuel Monttaza
Class of 1998
CADUCEUS AWARDS

M1 Awards
Outstanding Course Director:
Dr. James Evans
Dr. Randy Nelson
Dr. Ken Nishimoto
Dr. Richard Peppler
Dr. Charles Wilson
Dr. Peter Hoon
Dr. Mary Dahmer
Dr. Polly Huffman
Dr. Ken Nishimoto
Dr. James Evans
Dr. Sid Wiley
Dr. Howard Korn

Outstanding Lecturer:
Dr. James Evans
Dr. Randy Nelson
Dr. Ken Kohn
Dr. Richard Peppler
Dr. Charles Wilson
Dr. Peter Hoon
Dr. Mary Dahmer
Dr. Polly Huffman
Dr. Ken Nishimoto
Dr. James Evans
Dr. Sid Wiley

Excellence in Teaching:
Golden Apple Awards
Gross Anatomy:
Dr. James Evans
Dr. Randy Nelson
Dr. Ken Nishimoto
Dr. Richard Peppler
Dr. Charles Wilson
Dr. Peter Hoon
Dr. Mary Dahmer
Dr. Polly Huffman
Dr. Ken Nishimoto
Dr. James Evans
Dr. Sid Wiley
Dr. Howard Korn

M2 Awards
Outstanding Course Director:
Dr. James Evans
Dr. Randy Nelson
Dr. Ken Nishimoto
Dr. Richard Peppler
Dr. Charles Wilson
Dr. Peter Hoon
Dr. Mary Dahmer
Dr. Polly Huffman
Dr. Ken Nishimoto
Dr. James Evans
Dr. Sid Wiley
Dr. Howard Korn

Outstanding Lecturer:
Dr. James Evans
Dr. Randy Nelson
Dr. Ken Nishimoto
Dr. Richard Peppler
Dr. Charles Wilson
Dr. Peter Hoon
Dr. Mary Dahmer
Dr. Polly Huffman
Dr. Ken Nishimoto
Dr. James Evans
Dr. Sid Wiley
Dr. Howard Korn

Excellence in Teaching:
Golden Apple Awards
Microbiology:
Dr. James Evans
Dr. Randy Nelson
Dr. Ken Nishimoto
Dr. Richard Peppler
Dr. Charles Wilson
Dr. Peter Hoon
Dr. Mary Dahmer
Dr. Polly Huffman
Dr. Ken Nishimoto
Dr. James Evans
Dr. Sid Wiley
Dr. Howard Korn

M3 & M4 Awards
Outstanding Course Director:
Outstanding Clinical Instructor:
Golden Apple Awards:
Family Medicine:
Internal Medicine:
Neurology:
Obstetrics & Gynecology:
Pediatrics:
Psychiatry:
Surgery:
Surgical Subspecialties:
MSEC Special Recognition Award:
SGAEC College of Medicine Awards:

Organizations

Honor Council, College Of Medicine

Medical Student Executive Council

Alpha Kappa Kappa
Omega Chapter Membership 1995

First Row, L to R: John Whitworth, Chris Ng, Tim Newton, Brenda Goodwin.

Officers
President
John Pirani
Vice President
Madison Tornier
Secretary
Simone Phillips
Treasurer
Matthew Sraga
Social Treasurer
Beth Hufbier
Rush Chairman
Jon Wisor
Alumni Representatives
Joe Lebel
Kim Rush-Wood
John Barthman
Social Chairmen
Subir Prasad
Jason Sullivan
House Managers
Jeff Mahoney
Joe Turbyville
IM Chairmen
Bryce Marx
Joe Turbyville
Members
Eddie Abell
Eric Akin
Keryn Burns
Brette Beaufort
William Blower
Chief Calendar
Kelly Carlen
Michael Croix
John Evans
Brian Ferris

Phi Chi
Alpha Beta Chapter 1995

Jeff Prince
Meghanan Frenchman
Will Graies
Eddie Guarni
Chanzel Grant
Eric Guilliams
Gary Hall
Meinda Harper
Cynthia Harris
Sara Hohley
Mimi Indrani Pal
Clair Jackson
Michael Jenkins
David Jenkins
Jerry Jones
Carl Kennedy
Peter Kim
Wendy King
Shakil Leitman
Harvey Muff
Eric Neff
Holly Noonan
Brooke Parish
Matthew Peterson
James Poyon
Laura Prattner
Brad Reddick
Chris Rose
Kerry Ross
Kimberly Russell
Jeremy Schaffner
Mark Schreuer
Richard Spooner
Jerry Thoburn
Vicente Vidal
Jeffrey Williams
Andrea Yancey
Alpha Omega Alpha is the only national honor medical society in the world. Its raison d'être can be expressed in a phrase: to recognize and perpetuate excellence in the medical profession. AOA is organized for educational purposes exclusively and not for profit; its aims shall be the promotion of scholarship and research in medical schools, the encouragement of a high standard of character and conduct among medical students and graduates, and the recognition of high achievement in medical science, practice and related fields. To fulfill the role it has set for itself, Alpha Omega Alpha elects outstanding medical students, graduates (house officers), faculty and honorary members to its roster. Scholastic excellence is a key criterion but not the only one for election to AOA: capacity for leadership, compassion, integrity, service to the school and the community at large, and fairness in dealing with one's colleagues are also to be considered.

In an effort to fulfill its goals, AOA sponsors a number of programs, including Alpha Omega Alpha Day and the annual Distinguished Visiting Professorship, which is designed to enrich the educational environment of the medical school. Moreover, the Society sponsors two annual competitions for students: The Student Essay Awards and the Student Research Fellowships.
College Yearbook Production Editors: Shauna Bobo and Jennifer Coffman

The focus of this field is the blending of science and human care to provide high quality nursing to people of all ages. This care includes the promotion of health, the prevention of disease, and the restoration of health for those who are ill.

-Michael A. Carter, Dean

ECNALUBMA (ek nu lub' ma): n. A rescue vehicle which can only be seen in the rear-view mirror.
Administration

Dr. Peggy Tugar, Ed. D., Dean

-Associate Professor, Associate Dean

Student Government Association

L to R, 1st Row: Cassie Calhoun, Vice-President; Margaret Henderson, SMA President; Deborah Parker, President; 2nd Row: Kim Jones, Secretary, Robin Donald, Social Chairman; Kim Rossner, Treasurer, Michelle Roberts, Honor Council President.

College of Nursing Faculty

L to R: Alice Davidson, Dr. Margaret Hartig, Dr. Mary Helen Wood, Dr. Kay Engelscha, Mimi Hilley, Pam Connover, Dr. Sheila Benson, Mary Bernard, Audrey Kallin, Judith Thompson, Dr. Cynthia Russell, Dr. Carol Paulk, and Dr. Brenda Miles.

College of Nursing Staff


NURSING 171
Getting the Job Done.

Nursing Faculty and Staff

Dr. Jane Larrabee and Dr. Marie Gers file time in their busy schedules to pose for the camera.

Linda Bennett, with Casey Gohde, always makes time for students.

Christa Adellman with her nose to the grindstone.

Roxy Red and Martha Chase ... Keeping the wheels turning.

Florence Burch ... Never a dull moment.
If you are headed in the right direction, each step, no matter how small, is getting you closer to your goal. Author Unknown

Santa's elves visit St. Jude. Students from the four semester programs visited St. Jude during the Christmas Holiday season to hand out stockings and spread holiday cheer to the children. All felt it was a very rewarding experience.

Tutana and Dean Carter are sharing a few words with the guest speaker, Marie Knight, at the housewarming Black History month.

Key baptism is enjoying a handshake with students and other faculty.

Students of four semester graduating class enjoy a wonderful get-together celebrating Christmas and the start of winter!

Dr. Gunn and the Comstockers are enjoying at the Golden Apple pic-nic.
3 Semester December '95 Graduates

If you keep waiting for "the right time," you may never begin. Begin now! Begin where you are, with what you are.

Brian Brown
Sandy Brown
Mack Guy
Tara Cherry

Marie Dye
Iwao Kake
Nicole Morton
Paige Oubazou

Wendy Stadler
Jen Stedlund
Dana Whiting
Travis Wood

Laura Zuccaro
Nic Naimo
Ruth Barr
Melanie Morgan

Class Officers

L to R: Nicole Morton, President; Brian Brown, Honor Council Representative; Sandy Brown, AINS Representative; Travis Wood, Honor Council Representative.

MASTER'S PROGRAM

Douglas Buczk
Bridget Buret
Sandra Boldinghaus
Jay Braman
Debora Brooks
Victoria Brown
Elizabeth Brunette

Cynthia Cline
Robyn Caldwell
Sara Crouse
Diane Christian
Marcia Clogston
Jill Collie
Debra Collins

Valerie Collins
Joni Daniels
Mary Dyal
Lisa Dinierson
Kim Duleman
Debora Gwalt
Nancy Bailey

Flora French
Martha Evans
Jacqueline Farrell
Jennifer Fored
Tom Flewelling
Dona Fretz
Elizabeth Rondell

Gail Gibson
Liliana Klimas
Julie Goss
Renee Grubich
Emily Hoffman
Angela Huchan
Lisa Kunter

Paulene Knowles
Jan Major
Angela McGough
Shawn McCoy
Susan Miller
Toby Morris
Pamela Pate

Heidi Paul
Kathie Puckett
Nancy Puckett
Sallie Powell
Anna Rose
Regina Rooksford
Karen Sudavich

Nursing 177
Master's Program Con't.

Master's Degree Graduates December 1994

Susan Butler
Pamela Branson
Charles Sanders Jr.
Donna Scollico
Brinda Thomas

Master's Degree Graduates June 1995

Leila Alkins
Regina Anderson
Kenza Anthony
Cynthia Carper
Drewa Gibbs

Dona Godman
Lin Greaves
Rani Hekma
Patsie Mc Neal
Cindy Jones

Jaime Maloney
Judy Nelson
Tim Shelley
Denny Smith
Carole Simon

Rebecca Whittington
Elizabeth Williams
Donald White
Melendy Young
Nel Peterson
Mary Bobelli
Gaye Bini
Harold Brown
Barbara Carrejo
Vernita Carter
Patricia Carman
Gail Coleman
Dana Connelly
James Hall
Colleen Hardy
Sharon Hightower
Nancy Whelan
Joyce Moore
 taco Pope
 Carol Parkowski
 Elizabeth Scott
 Andrea Simmons
 Joan Thomas
 Joge Sherrill
 Jocelyn Wilkerson
 Mustang Whang

Joyce Moore and Tami Payne take a moment to enjoy themselves.
RN-BSN Graduates June 1995

Belinda Adams
Dana Davis
Matthew Dilaud
Kathleen Comerella

William Kominski
Anna Kuro
Barbara Linsing
Cynthia Long

Lois McBride
Ginella Moses
Julie Sionker
Cheryl Yee

Not Pictured:
Deborah Butler
Beverly Lave
Candice McKay
Tammie Simpson
Aragon Smith
Toby Smith

Seasons Abound

"Let it snow, let it snow, let it snow. Susan Bobb ponders the question, "Why haven’t they let school out already?"

Cindy Williams stirs her look on the dance floor at the UT Manset Bash. Hallowee 1994

"It’s the season to be jolly. Chris Carroll and Michelle Rubens share in the spirit of Christmas.

Where there’s sun, heat, and a pool, there’s always a party. Chris Carroll, Michelle Rubens, Chad Olle, and Carson Cadle know where it’s at."
3 Semester December ‘94 Graduates

Lois Ackerman
Jennifer Arts
Yvonne Beall
Lorraine Blank
Oney Black

Sherry Baker
Michael Garcia
Jennifer Hale
Sandra Hensrom
Toni Moore

Elizabeth King
Katherine Langness
Suey McCall
Leanne Nichols
Victoria Parker

Vicki Eicher
Gleene Sjostrom
Michele Taylor
Rebecca Taylor
Sunny Wall
Nicole Pearson
Sanzi Tant

Eleven Month June ‘95 Graduates

Donna Bailey
Kim Bennett
Teresa Carroll
David Oglesby
Kelly Kostich

John Mekelburg
Kim Meyers
Shanta Porter
Leo Smith
Heather Van Zyl

Twelve Month June ‘95 Graduates

Class Officers

Standing L to R: Jennifer Hale, Honor Council Representative; Nicole Taylor, Class President; Sonia Istro, R. Michael Gern, AAMS Representative; Blake Filer, Honor Council Representative.

Don't be afraid to go out on a limb. Explore... Discover...

Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things you didn’t do than by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines, sail away from the safe harbor; catch the trade winds in your sails; discover the world.
Four Semester June ’95 Graduates

Gloria Adams
Shanan Bode
Cassie Calhoun
Chris Carroll
Jennifer Coffman

Maeve Davis
Lisa Defraeye
Carly Dille
Monique Heineman
Kimberly Jones

Kimberly Kruse
Leonard Newman
Chad Gille
Sue Oxweg
Deborah Parker

Joni Reiden
Michelle Robben
Martha Smith
Gary Scoutrani
Jennifer Waddsworth

Cindy Wilhite

"Don't worry. They'll fix it next year."

Class Officers

Pictured L to R: Shanna Bode, Class President; Carly Dille, Home Council Representative; Cindy Wilhite, Home Council Representative; Nae Knight, Lisa DeFrance, AND Representative.
People & Places

Mary Deborah Bowles Crom, doctoral candidate in the College of Nursing, has been appointed by Governor Ned McWherter to the UT Board of Trustees. As a member of the board, Crom has all the rights and responsibilities of other board members, including voting on issues. Crom serves as a representative for all the students in the UT system. Her appointment is effective through June 30, 1995.

The student trustee is selected on a rotating basis from one of the four UT campuses.
At UT Memphis, student applications for the trustee position are received by the SGAEC who nominate three finalists after applicant interviews and screening. The finalists are approved by Chancellor Bill Rice and forwarded to the governor who makes the appointment.

College of Nursing Student Orientation Staff: Sisters (Left to Right): Cindy Wilhite, Shanna Bobo, Carrie Calder, Michelle Roberts. Top: Deborah Parker, Carolyn Dhillet, Shady Filer, Jennifer Collins.

GOLDEN
APPLE

Golden Apple is a game where students decide on their name, "improvisational" and more dedicated methods. Each group selects one student as a "shy" and presents an award to the group for their participation. The event is celebrated with a banquet or in the room of the two.

College of Nursing representatives at the National Student Nurses’ Association Convention in Atlantic City are Left to Right: Lisa Drayton, Deborah Parker, Michelle Roberts, and Robin Donald.
Paige, Laura, and Mark seen taking a break from their stressful day of clinical. "Man, this ice cream sure is good!"

"What have you done now?" Mrs. Bennett mumbles.

Ruth, Nicole, Mark, Melanie, Laura, and Ros e celebrating a Christmas party... finally a break!

"One more chip, then shoe."

Danny coming from hiding with that look "It wasn't me, honest."

Dr. Albrecht, Dr. Wood, and Rachel Taylor are enjoying a nice luncheon with other faculty and students.

Shauna and Cassie preparing for the SGA banquet.

As you all can see... Chad did survive nursing school.

Caught you, Nicole. "This is the last one, I promise."

Watch out! Margaret is teaching Carolyn how to do the butterfly.
Manha Smith and Jennifer Wodsworth enjoy themselves on a great day for a party.

Deborah Parker and Lisa DeArmy model the wear at Macy's in Atlanta.

Peggy Tegg is always good for a smile.

Voted most photogenic... Tressa Wood.

Margaret Henderson takes time out of her busy schedule to volunteer her services at Luan 1994.

Everytime you rum around someone has got a plate of food, "as evidenced by" Maxine Davis, Leonard Norman, Lisa DeArmy, Carolyn Differ and Gloria Adams.

Rachel Taylor and Tressa Wood compare notes in the completion of Nursing 1.

3 Semester students stick together... Paige Oberlin, Rose Sinclair, and Linda Kizer.

Carolyn Differ and Cassie Caldar get plenty of help while posing for the camera.
Nursing Specializes in Fun.
The profession of pharmacy is a career that will provide you with an exciting and rewarding future and one that is quite varied as well. Today’s pharmacists are an integral part of the health care team and their influence on drug therapy has far reaching effects. The challenges in dealing with the future therapeutic dilemmas of the elderly, as well as future changes in the health care system, will continue to make pharmacy a challenging profession.

- Dick R. Gourley, Dean

ALPONIUM (al po’nee uhn): n. (chemical symbol: Ap) Initial blast of odor upon opening a can of dog food.
Dr. Dick R. Gourley
Dean
College of Pharmacy
College of Pharmacy Faculty

Clinical Pharmacy


Pharmaceutical Sciences


Class of 1995

Class Officers 1994-1995

Mary Lis Phillips, President; Eve McGinley, Vice President; Lisa Gay, Vice President; Stephanie Wolock, Secretary; Laura Gold, Treasurer; Karen Miller, Social Chair; Cherie Trum, Social Chair, Carole Palmer, Counselor

Laura Turk arrow Arnold
Gail Marks Arnow
Debra Lestrabwater
Julie Baumstein Bartscher
Sandra Laplante

Jason Todd Riggs
Christine Ruth Brady
Kelley De Ann Strauss
Rose Bailey Brookfield
Holly Anne Bullet

Gina Janet Butler
Kerry Lauer Bolder
Jason Ann Center
Sheryl Marie Closed
Charles David Cacox

Pharmacy
Michelle Skinner not only excels in academics but also serves as SNPSA National President.
When Dr. Dick Gourley came to the University of Tennessee as Dean of the College of Pharmacy in 1990, he had a grand vision. Among one of his many plans for the college was to implement an international student exchange program. Uniting cultures cultivated over his 25 years in the profession, Dean Gourley proposed a one-month internship during the fourth-year rotations in a number of cities around the world. The fine students to participate in the program graduated in 1991. The program expanded to 10 sites in eight countries. The College of Pharmacy provides a travel grant to help defray costs of traveling to such locales as New Zealand, Sweden, Holland and Denmark. Housing is provided by the host site.

In 1991, a site in Holland had its first UT student. Twenty students traveled abroad the month of April and spent a month. Many had the chance to travel during their month off in May. This program served to broaden the horizons of its students. The many differences, cultural as well as professional, were overcome with little trouble. The number one choice of students was Australia. Students who chose Japan incurred the most “food shock” and the most trouble with language. (Read the spoiler: Spaniard in the cold used frequent proficiency of a language other than English.) New Zealand was the only country thus far to extend the program to a two-month exchange by sending a student to the United States. Though, other countries have seen professionals instead of students.

Bon Voyage
Bound for Destinations Unknown

Mary Lina Phillips holds attention at one of the student Government meetings

Shannon Elisa Wright
Not Particularly...
Robert Scott Kidd
Jennifer Galey Spivey
Gena G. Casey
Christina M. George
Jennifer G. Spivey

Christopher Michael Schwede
Eleanor Anne Scott
Michelle Dawn Shute
Jeni Paige Sims
Dawn Michelle Skinner
Denise Katherine Trent
Carmen Ann Tucker
Joseph Ray Walker Jr.
Kendra Lynn Walker
Stephanie Dale Worley

Pharmacy 203
Pharmacy 204
Class of 1996

Class Officers 1994-1995

Mary Tiral, President; Andrea Wright, Vice-President; Jena Foul, Secretary; Marie Curtis, Social Chair; Rae Ann Smith, Social Chair; Tara Prow, Athletic Director; Karen Swain, Class Coordinator; Nick Pincus, Melissa Campbell, Vice-President; Jeff Hart, Athletic Director.
Bound to Finish Therapeutics

Sarah Cunningham addresses the seventh congress.

Tara Pratt and Leanna Hill enjoy hors-d'oeuvres at the Country Club.

Julia Leigh Masek
Keith B. Medley
Sherry Daniels Middleton
Rob Nichols
Colleen Jeanne O'Connor
Tara Oman Pratt
Terri Lynn Taylor-Rawls

Christopher John Richardson
Lea Ann Hughes Roberson
Cynthia Rees Roberson
Melissa Ramsey Rogers
Sherry Ann Schoonover
Rae Ann Smith
Valerie Claire Smith

Michael Lee Snider
Andrea Lyn Sprout
Karen Lynn Steinsmetz
Amanda Robins Stewart
Valerie Anne Strayhorn
Laura Jane Thacker
Matthew Robert Tinal

Baron Craig Van Bibber
Darvish Ruth Williams
Patrick Wayne Williams
Stephan Kaye Williams
G. Christopher Wood
Andrea Payne Wright
Not present:
Mohammad Hamid Niki Mohammad

Jay Bobo checks the scene at the SAC.

Kathryn usually leaves early since she is skipping class.

Third year students discuss the upcoming therapeutics exam.
Class of 1997

Shama Bobo-Insleer, President; Reba Rahem, Vice-President; Albert Ernest, Vice-President; Susan Monkley, Secretary; Carina Sawyers, Treasurer; Steven Thompson, Social Chair; Tani Cox, Social Chair; Laura Burton, Counselor; Craig Buscot, Athletic Director; Michelle Lehman, Athletic Director.

Gary Buse: Abbott
Khalid Mullah: Al-Khairy
Terry W. Barnes
Laura Elizabeth Burrows
Richard Architect Botwick
Shama Reza Bobo-Insleer
Angela Heffern West

Temedy Craig Buscot
Thomas Russell Bums
Tahlaa Cowanda Corder
Rionda Tim Carpenter
San Chambers
Deborah Kay Cronron
Traci Leigh Cox

Akon Kademy Graves
Mary Frances Crichler
Robin Lee Caste
Angela Renee Daniel
Tonya Lanas Davis
Mary Elizabeth Dick
Jennifer Suzanne Dack

John David Dexter
Vicki Chisholm Eldonion
Michael John Freeman
Kathary Annette Grimes
Yolanda M. Harris
Michelle Rae Hengton
Randy Gore Holliday

Class Officers 1994-1995

Elizabeth Gorry Humphreys
Carla St. Lucy
Julia Chauk Lesper
Lisa Laurence-Washington
Michelle S. Lehman
Eileen Lewis
Larry Martin Lloyd

Jaimee Lee Letrell
Theodore Lyons II
Steven W. McCray
Bobby A. McCrackin
Lisa Elaine McPherson
Kendra Meredith
Susan Meredith

Toni Bune makes her singing debut at UT at Section on Wednesday.

Jaimee Lee Letrell helps Kenten Price move to Baggin in the Park.

Rodney, Ottea, and Greg spend Wednesday afternoon working the entrance in the amphitheater.

Pharmacy
Class of 1997: Bound to More Than the Classroom

Determinated to Succeed in Two Very Different Fields

Afan Wesley struck many classmates as strange the moment he opened his mouth. As an African American with an English accent, he was considered an oddity. At well over six feet tall and no hair he always stood out in a crowd.

Allen’s uniqueness brought him recognition in a very competitive arena. In Fall of 1994, Allen signed with the prestigious Click modeling agency. He was discovered by a local talent scout and invited to New Orleans to compete with other hopefuls. Allen was somewhat swept off his feet by all of the glamorous models.

He was happy to be given the opportunity to show his talent. Allen’s “look” is very hot in German fashion magazines. Shoes keep him on the road as he splits his time between a heavy class load and modeling. He hopes to expand his work, but time constraints limit some possibilities.

Allen taught aerobics at the French Riveria Spa. He has been in national aerobics competitions in years past. He continued aerobics to keep in shape and to compete with the other sometimes younger models.
Class of 1998

Class Officers 1994-1995

Juan Germs, President; Shelly Reed, Vice President; Monica Smith, Vice President; Kate Duvall, Secretary; Anna Parch, Treasurer; Nicki Cress, Social Chair; William Summerall, Social Chair; Lee Golden, Athletic Director; Jama Hurst, Athletic Director; Adria Leavitt, Class辅导员.

Adria Leavitt
David Whitney Adam
Tracy Dwight Arnold
Jeremy C. Bell
Kimberly Bepple
Robin Cooper
Jeff Taylor Chapman

Layna D Tutorial; Christopher
William Brooks Coburn
Katherine Young Duvall
Amy Leigh Duvall
Rebecca Christine Day
Jared Cody Driskill
Robert Vincent Elder

Suey Reagan Garnett
Laura Shonie Gibbes
Lee Michael Golden
Jana Matthew Greiner
Nikita Denise Greer
Sean Rendrow Harman
Susan Lynne Hays

Thomas Taylor Heilman
Richard Bee Michael II
Jeff Holness
Richard Lynn Jewhs
Jill Anne Johnson
Kelli Vannessa Johnson
Jenny Kail

Christine Ann Kerl
David Kerhinch
Nader Khalif
Shahen Kocher
Cynthia Renee Lawrence
Eric Lee
Shagbog Los

Rachel Landen
Marcas A. Lyles
Ellen Adams Marshall
Kelli Galt Marshall
Jenny Elizabeth Mathis
Rebecca Matthews
Jason K. McCausley

Chant Li McClenguin
James Travis Methvin
Jignisha Nivik
Candice Cir
Richtie Noshoner
Necole Gabrielle Parker
Carrie Alice Parrell

Jill Johnson and Nickerie Geere really know how to cut off
during rush events

Anna Parrell is trying to figure out if she really won $10
million from Publisher's Clearing House

The "guys" can really dance, rest and roll
Anna Leigh Parick
Vera L. Peace
Marlene Pierce
Krista Lynne Preissler
Jill Radford
Shelly Reed
Keith Sargent
Donna Michelle Smith
Joyce D. Smith
Monica Renee Smith
William David Summernull
Bryan Wamunon Teter
Patricia Andrea Thomas
Shannon Leigh Tutt

The P-1 girls get together for some fun at the Issac.
Jason Greene, "the King," is trying to keep a happy face while writing the Physical Pharmacy one average on the board.

Can you tell who got the smiles and who got tears.

Teresa Hoang Vu
Kari Leigh Vogler
Susan Armour White
Dawn Renee Wilburn
Shannon Lee Wilshire
John K. Williams III
Teresa Ann Wilson
Sherry Lynne Woods
Jay Scott Wyntick
Cornelia Chelcey Young

Me-me-me-me!
Bound to Have Her Voice Heard

Claire McClanahan knows more than medications, she also knows how to hold people's attention with her beautiful voice.
Claire has been singing since she was 6yr, and began taking lessons during her Sophomore year of high school. She is no stranger to music since her father is a painter and musician of music, and, her mom is a concert pianist.

However, it was Claire's voice alone that won her a scholarship for music at Middle Tennessee State University. She studied opera and classical music there for five years. She was a member of the chamber choir, concert choir and jazz ensemble.

Claire has done a multitude of solo work including concerts with the Nashville symphony. She won the Middle Tennessee State Uni-

versity concert competition two years in a row. She has been a cast member in several operas and theater productions including "Ragtime" and "The Fantastics." Claire is bound to succeed in both the intellectual and musical arenas. Though her coursework is heavy Claire hopes to break into the Memphis concert circuit while pursuing her Pharm D./PhD.
Academy of Students of Pharmacy

The Academy of Students of Pharmacy (ASP) is the major professional organization at the University of Tennessee College of Pharmacy. The goal of this organization is to promote student participation in pharmacy and the process of molding the future of the profession. Besides taking part in events on campus and with the parent organization, American Pharmaceutical Association, ASP is also active in the Memphis Area Pharmaceutical Society and the Tennessee Pharmacists Association. The chapter attended the APha regional meeting in the Fall with one of its largest turnouts of students. In the Spring of 1995, ASP took part in the Tennessee Pharmacists Association mid-year meeting in Nashville, at which two new resolutions proposed by the chapter were accepted. The annual meeting in Orlando was a success.

ASP actively works to help the Memphis community through blood pressure screenings at area malls and churches, drug information services, and programs about poison prevention and helping make homes safe for newborns. They also sponsored a fair featuring Pharmaceutical manufacturers. The chapter worked to promote pharmacy and show its evolution through programs at area high schools and the UT campus.

ASP Officers: Jan Kennedy, Pres.; Paul Moberly, Prez-Sherr, Vice President; VPres.; Mary Fran Carter, Tres.; Tech Secretary, Sec.; John Dancan, Delegate

Debbie Comer and David Keshani with mentors on the ride to Panama City

The UT gang gathered for supper at the ASP regional Mid-Year meeting

Sherry Woods helps it up with students across the Southeast.
Kappa Psi is one of two professional pharmacy fraternities. The Psi chapter has been active at the University of Tennessee for many years. Kappa Psi prided itself on its strong membership and campus wide involvement.

During the 1994-1995 school year, Kappa Psi held rush events including Casino Night at the Coon Belle and a formal at the Greeland Service Projects included collecting canned goods for MIFA, donating toys to patients at St. Jude Hospital and Christmas caroling with the residents of Oakville Nursing Home. The brothers collected more than 300 canned goods.

The brothers went to Little Rock for the Province 7 Mid-Year meeting. This included ceremonial events as well as planning and some fun. Kappa Psi decided to support Special Olympics for the next year.

Kappa Psi bought a new House in Midtown Memphis. They spent a year painting and cleaning to spruce up the house.

Dr. Joel points out everyone's favorite Christmas carols.

Jamie Loffel shaves the beards while everyone else has fun at the fall reunion.

Jeff Patrick and Tom Bass are in charge of hangers during a cookout at the new house.

Chris, Mary Eason, Melissa, and Valerie provide Monica's for the Christmas Party.

Cleaning and painting is a nerve-ending chore at the Kappa Psi house.
Phi Delta Chi

Phi Delta Chi, one of two professional pharmacy fraternities at the University of Tennessee College of Pharmacy, dedicated itself to the advancement of pharmacy through community service, personal development and brotherhood.

The Omega chapter of Phi Delta Chi adopted Forest Park adjoining the U.T. campus in the Spring of 1994. In honor of their founding fathers a cherry tree was planted on November 3. Phi Delta Chi participated in the Memphis wide Glad Bag-a-Thon in April. In addition to donating canned goods to the Memphis Food Bank, conducting hypertension screenings at the Oak Court Mall and Highland Heights Pharmacy, the brothers also adopted four angels from the Salvation Army’s Angel Tree. The 19 pledges prepared and served a meal to the families at the Ronald McDonald House.

Numerous fundraisers were conducted to support the Phi Delta Chi Grand Council to be held in August 1995 in Memphis. The Omega chapter was honored to be asked to host this biannual convention.


Jeff Herr and Melissa Ramsey great people on the Phi Delta Chi House.

Russell Jones takes advantage of the decision in hand during a Phi Delta Chi meeting.

Keith Saganti and Todd Collins enjoy a beer at the P.J. event with brother Ryan Yarns.
Student National Pharmaceutical Association

Student National Pharmaceutical Association (SNPNA) addressed the health care issues affecting pharmacy primarily in minority communities. The University of Tennessee, Memphis chapter was founded in 1991. Michelle Skinner, class of 1995, former president of this chapter presided over the 1994 SNPNA National Convention in Atlanta, Georgia after being installed as SNPNA National president. The UT chapter was also honored with sponsorship of the 1995 regional meeting of regions II and IV. SNPNA had a very busy year with hypertension screenings. Big Brothers of Memphis, and the Minority Scientist Program. These service projects were in conjunction with the Black Student Association and the Student National Medical Association.

Ted Lyons and Nikolaia Harri entered the University of Tennessee Book and the SNPNA national convention in Atlanta.

SNPNA members pose for a quick snapshot after accepting an award for attendance. — Regional meeting, Houston, TX

SNPNA officers (l to r): C. Lacy, L. Lawrence-Washington, J. Lippin, Y. Harris, T. Taylor Nash, T. Benson, J. Vaught and T. Lyons

PSGA

Pharmacy Student Government Association draw members from each class. The projects of each class as well as one representative from each of the other organizations served as a liaison between students, faculty, and administration. President Sarah Cunningham presided over monthly meetings. Members: Sarah Cunningham, PSGA preme, Mary Lisa Phillips, P-1 preme, Mark Tiedt, P-3 preme; Manessa Byrd, P-2 preme, Jason Greene, P-1 preme, Ted Lyons, SNPNA, Joe Kennedy, AHP, Chris Kalesh, Rho Chi, Verna Siver, Amy Clark, Honor Council, Karen Sowders, Rho Chi, Tiffany Davis, PSGA sec. Tom Boo, Keppa Pll, Mary Elizabeth, Sticks, Phi Delta Chi.

Honor Council

University of Tennessee students are honored by the University of Tennessee’s Honor Council. This council sponsors an extensive program of honor brought forward by the students.

The strength of the college resides in its academic excellence in all fields of study. Students are encouraged to participate in the many activities of the Honor Council. The council sponsors a number of activities to which all students are invited.

The council is made up of students from all fields of study. The council is made up of students from all fields of study. The council is made up of students from all fields of study. The council is made up of students from all fields of study. The council is made up of students from all fields of study. The council is made up of students from all fields of study. The council is made up of students from all fields of study. The council is made up of students from all fields of study. The council is made up of students from all fields of study. The council is made up of students from all fields of study. The council is made up of students from all fields of study.

Honors College

The Honors College is a part of the University of Tennessee. The Honors College was founded on December 26, 1988. The fundamental objective of Rho Chi has been to promote the development of the traditional values of Phi Beta Kappa. The top 10% of each group is invited to participate in the activities of the Honors College. Phi Beta Kappa is the national honor society for the University of Tennessee. Honors College is a part of the University of Tennessee. Honors College is a part of the University of Tennessee. Honors College is a part of the University of Tennessee. Honors College is a part of the University of Tennessee. Honors College is a part of the University of Tennessee. Honors College is a part of the University of Tennessee. Honors College is a part of the University of Tennessee. Honors College is a part of the University of Tennessee. Honors College is a part of the University of Tennessee. Honors College is a part of the University of Tennessee.
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Social Work is a challenging profession offering a wide range of career opportunities. Social workers are trained to perform several different functions with their clients and in the community: (1) counselor, (2) mediator, (3) advocate, and (4) case manager. The field of social work is constantly changing to meet the needs of society, and social work students must learn to anticipate future problems and prepare to deal with them.

- Hisashi Hirayama, Associate Dean

TELECASTINATION (tel e kras t i in ay' shun): n. The act of always letting the phone ring at least twice before you pick it up, even when you’re only six inches away.
Entering & Continuing Students

Leilene Alexander
Paricia Altimus
Meghan Allecrs
Lisa Brown-Allison

Eugene Burnett
Shannon Cabrier
Charlette Chilton
Dieder Christiansen

Sean Claburn
Cynthia Conn
John DaMota
Dennis Fiehning

Abraham Gamara
Karen Green
Shane Hawthorn
Samantha Hovis

Gwendolyn Jackson
Michelle James
Andrew Kelrigh
Jas Kimlotky

The College of Social Work is made up of a diverse student body. Some students have degrees in Nursing, Psychology, Education, Business, and English. Students are only accepted for the Fall semester, and completed applications are due on or before March 1st. The University of Tennessee has three Colleges of Social Work with locations on the Knoxville, Nashville, and Memphis campuses. The central campus is in Knoxville, Tennessee.
Faculty members have a wide variety of experiences and educational backgrounds. Currently, the faculty consists of six doctoral level professors and two non-doctoral professors. Dr. Susan Vickers and Dr. Karen Knox are new faculty members who came aboard for the Fall '94 semester. The College of Social Work is scouting for new professors who will bring more diversity to the college.

Staff members serve as a source of comfort to those of us who wish to burden them with our academic or personal problems. Mrs. Ann Smith has been with the college for eighteen years, Mrs. Paula Moore three years, and Mrs. Patricia Christian seven years.
The College of Social Work held its first Bicentennial celebration on November 11, 1994. The celebration also included an awards ceremony for social workers who have been committed to working with students in their field practice. Many alumni and current students named out for the event. Key people who also attended the celebration were: Dr. Janice Shank, Dean UTCSW and Dr. John Peters, Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, UTK. Dr. Susan Yickerschaff, Assistant Professor presented, "Health Care Reform and New Roles of Social Work."

The ceremony concluded with a panel discussion on the future of social work amidst health care reform. Members of the panel included Ellen Schmidt, LCSW, Case Management; Eddie Holmes, SW Graduate Student; Brian O'Malley, Executive Director, Catholic Charities; Dr. Stan Young, Executive Director, Northside Mental Health Center, and Norma Crooks, Director of Social Work, Baptist Memorial Hospital.